ADOT & Hopi Transportation Partnership Charter

Steering Committee Values:

• Be respectful
• Listen 1st
• Be understanding
• Transparency- Sharing information
• Commitment to have representation from your agency
• Follow through with the task or assign an alternate member
• Liability – reliability
• Support – Ask or offer help
• Sense of humor
• Innovation:
  • Be resourceful in your solutions
  • Seek out funding opportunities
  • Develop council/procurement/outside relationships
  • Informed leadership
• Empathy
• Do what’s right – community, partners and project
• Communication – Open and include everyone
• Dependable – Do what you say you’ll do
• Fairness
• Community based transportation approach
• Cultural sensitivity

Steering Committee Goals:

• Accelerate processes and clearances (ROW, NEPA)
• Learn more about funding opportunities
• Continue meaningful partnerships
• Cross training opportunities
• Projects: SR 264 and H 60
• Expand tribal partnerships
  • Get DPS/Law Enforcement involved in partnership
  • Focus on TRACS adoption
  • “One stop shop” for BIA approvals

Steering Committee Mission Statement

The Hopi Department of Transportation, along with our other partnership members, are committed to uphold our team values while working towards our transportation goals to improve our infrastructure and increase safety for our communities and the travelling public.